In 1994, four New York City school reform organizations joined to form the New York Networks for School Renewal (NYNSR) and received the first Annenberg Challenge urban grant. NYNSR goals are to expand the number of small, excellent public schools in New York City neighborhoods, particularly those with few educational options; encourage the spread of practices that help students succeed; build supportive small school networks; and advocate for increased school autonomy. Whether as new schools or as large schools redesigned into small units, small scale has been the key. NYNSR schools average 300 students. Many schools utilize service learning and internships, and all have partnerships with local organizations and universities to connect students to the responsibilities of citizenship and work. Because of their own distinct approaches, NYNSR schools are often compared to charter schools. Examples are given of NYNSR schools focusing on global studies, the arts, inclusive programs, limited English speaking immigrants, environmental action, and family needs. Starting with 80 small schools as models, NYNSR now includes 140 small public schools serving more than 50,000 city students. These schools include more African-American, Latino, and poor students than other public schools. Attendance is up, parent satisfaction is high, graduation rates exceed city averages, and the dropout rate is less than one-half that of large schools. Contains a map showing school locations; addresses, phone, and fax numbers of NYNSR schools; a list of NYNSR school networks; brief descriptions of sponsoring partners; consultative council members; a fact sheet; photographs; and a list of other NYNSR publications. (TD)
New York City's Small Public Schools: Opportunities for Achievement

An Annenberg Challenge for New York City
NYNSR’s Goals

1. Increase the number of small, excellent schools in New York City neighborhoods, particularly those with too few educational options.
2. Encourage, support and spread throughout the system instructional practices that help students succeed.
3. Build supportive school networks linking small schools and their educators.
4. Advocate for the school system to support small schools and the instructional effectiveness they foster by increasing school autonomy.

THE ANNENBERG CHALLENGE

In 1993, former Ambassador Walter F. Annenberg committed $500 million to revitalize the nation’s public schools. Matched by other private and public investments, the Annenberg Challenge represents the largest monetary gift to public education in U.S. history. Challenge funds support 18 reform efforts in more than 30 states, serving nearly 1.5 million students in more than 2,300 participating schools, including a number of charter schools.
Small Public Schools and Student Success

Excellent small public schools are changing the way our children are learning.

Leading the effort to bring high quality schools to communities across the city is New York Network for School Renewal (NYNSR). NYNSR's successes are seen in more and more communities throughout the city and are helping to propel the revitalization of public education.

Starting with 80 small schools as models, NYNSR designed and developed 60 additional new schools and programs in just three years. NYNSR now includes 140 small public schools serving more than 50,000 city students. These schools include more African-American, Latino, and poor students than other public schools. At NYNSR schools, which average 300 students, attendance is up and parent satisfaction is high.

Graduation rates in NYNSR's small academic high schools far exceed city averages, and the dropout rate is less than one-half that of large schools. A New York University study has shown these factors also mean they cost less per graduate than larger high schools. In these small schools teachers, parents and children get to know each other. Youngsters know they're key members of the school community; they feel safe and ready to learn.

NYNSR schools offer parents and children the power of choice, opening educational options for families from Far Rockaway to the South Bronx, from Chinatown to Washington Heights. They present creative and flexible programs. Many NYNSR schools are designed around themes such as global studies, performing and visual arts, and the natural world. Many schools bring community service and learning together. All have partnerships with local organizations, universities, and cultural organizations to connect students to the responsibilities of citizenship and work. Regardless of individual approach, all these schools aim to meet or exceed rising city and state standards.

The NYNSR project is part of the national $500 million Annenberg Challenge to revitalize public education across the United States. In December 1994, four experienced New York City school reform organizations came together to form NYNSR and received the first Annenberg Challenge urban grant of $25 million. The sponsors -- ACORN (the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now), the Center for Collaborative Education (CCE), the Center for Educational Innovation (CEI), and New Visions for Public Schools (New Visions) -- created a potent collaboration. They shared a mission to expand the number of small, excellent public schools that raise standards and meet the educational needs of New York's diverse communities. While there are many fine schools in New York City, NYNSR has shown that small personal learning environments serve many city students best.

Numerous private contributors, including foundations and corporations, responded to the goals of this public-private effort and matched the Annenberg Challenge grant. NYNSR's important public partners are the City of New York, the New York City Board of Education, the Schools Chancellor, and the United Federation of Teachers.

As small excellent schools have taken root, the demand for more grows. The Board of Education now has an Office of New School Development to plan and create additional small innovative schools using a process based on NYNSR's creation of small learning communities. In bringing together partners outside and inside the school system, and in their own distinct approaches, NYNSR schools are often called "charter-like"; they represent the diversity and excellence in teaching and learning New York State's charter legislation aims to encourage. In fact, five NYNSR schools were the first invited by Chancellor Rudy Crew to explore conversion to charter status, citing their "proven instructional and managerial track record and a history of entrepreneurial success."
NYNSR's Schools
Students Succeed in Small Personal Schools

The small schools affiliated with NYNSR offer diverse choices within the public school system. While each school has an individual approach to teaching and learning, NYNSR schools share a commitment to excellence and parent and community involvement. Small scale is key to making these possible. To achieve a more personal learning environment, NYNSR schools have been planned as small places from the start, either as brand new schools or by redesigning a large school into small units. These schools demonstrate that many routes lead to excellence. A small high school in Manhattan’s Chelsea community and a “restructured” middle school in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, illustrate how small schools get results.

Humanities Preparatory Academy in Chelsea, an academically challenging high school of some 175 students, calls itself the “personalized solution” to education, and it is. This small school realizes big ambitions. Standards and expectations are high. Yet, its intimate size ensures that no one falls through the cracks.

Scale and its impact on student learning also drove the founders of the Christa McAuliffe Educational Complex in Bensonhurst to transform a large brick intermediate school of 1000 students into three smaller semi-independent academies with 350 students each within the same building. Because the academies are small and personal, teachers find the best ways to reach each and every child. The teachers bring together various subject areas in classes, such as showing students how learning history can be used to study cultures, art, literature or advances in technology. As one faculty member says, “The teachers have an impact on the planning of the academy.”

The manageable scale at Humanities Prep allows flexible and individual solutions to student needs. For example, a student who lives and breathes dance is able to fulfill gym requirements by training with the Joffrey Ballet every afternoon. Others get a taste of life on a college campus by auditing classes at Hofstra University. The school relies on an advisory system to help students through academic and personal challenges. Two college counselors help juniors and seniors reach their college goals. The record speaks for itself: 92 percent of the 1998 graduating class were admitted to college, most to four-year institutions. To gauge how students are mastering their school work, Prep emphasizes in-depth student projects and portfolios. Moreover, in reading, writing and math scores on standardized tests, Prep students consistently exceed citywide averages.

The school reaches out to formerly truant students, to academically motivated youngsters and to many in between. One teenager who arrived at Prep as a struggling special education student emerged in senior year as the head of the class and is now attending college. The school’s small classes – averaging no more than 20 – and individualized attention keep all its students engaged. Small size and scheduling flexibility enables the give and take that characterizes the school.

An enhanced role for teachers is a small-school trademark. Teachers and leadership go hand-in-glove at Humanities Prep. As the principal explains, “People really want to work here. They make the program happen.” They may lead seminars or after school and Saturday workshops. They help place students in meaningful internships, guide them through independent research projects, offer courses in Shakespeare, urban studies and more.
The dropout rate in NYNSR's academic high schools is 4.8 percent—less than half the 11.87 percent dropout rate for large high schools.

A Prep student summed up the meaning of the school's approach best. “Despite our many differences, Prep students share one quality that joins us all together. That is our commitment to each other, to our education, to our school, and to ourselves. It is this quality that makes Prep so unique and special.”

Christa McAuliffe's designers divided the school into smaller units to accomplish similar aims. Its three academies—Global Communication, Scientific Research, and Arts and Humanities—welcome students of all achievement levels. Whenever possible, the school assigns students to the academy they prefer. These separate, theme-based academies engage a child's expressed interests.

Reflecting the constant influx of new settlers to New York, this Brooklyn school welcomes students from around the world, whose cultures and families enrich the learning community. There's a large number of Asian students from China, Korea and Vietnam. Many students' families originally came from the Caribbean and Latin America, and still others are recently arrived from the Middle East, Pakistan, India, Israel, Russia and Poland.

The school links the study of world cultures with the technologies that children will need to succeed in the next century. The senior theme, "World Peace Through Understanding," highlights global awareness, the rule of law and the role of international organizations like the United Nations. The school also brings learning to the community level, through its volunteer program, linking students to a nearby senior citizens center and to other organizations that help people in need. The mural-covered hallways and focused classroom discussions clearly indicate that the McAuliffe community is deeply involved in teaching and learning.

“A small school like Humanities Prep is able to reward initiative. We can foster achievement by being able to personally respond to our students.”

Vincent Broveti, Principal, Humanities Prep

A teacher/facilitator leads each McAuliffe academy. Each academy's entire staff collaborates to realize the thematic vision and make decisions. The structure allows creativity and encourages innovation and accountability. Teachers feel free to take initiative because they can get results. The academies offer parents and children interesting choices for the important middle school learning years. Attendance is high, violence nonexistent, and achievement—as measured in reading and math tests—continues to climb. But there's another measure and it's key to learning and long-term success: “Kids walk in with smiles on their faces; they want to be here,” says the principal, smiling.
NYNSR’S SCHOOLS

Instruction Designed for the School’s Unique Community

YNSR educators transform new instructional ideas into schools that practice them. Educators jump at the opportunity to design and deliver schools that are tailored to fit particular student needs and shaped by community input. There’s a unique elementary “inclusion” school in Brooklyn where special needs children are fully integrated into the regular classroom.

In Manhattan, a high school opens the doors of opportunity for New York’s newly arrived foreign-born students. The Children’s School and Manhattan International High School, like most NYNSR schools, have created a school program that aims to fulfill the learning needs of its own unique community.

The Children’s School located in Brooklyn’s Park Slope welcomes general and special education students, from PreK to the fifth grade, into the same classrooms where they take advantage of the same enriched curriculum. Begun in 1992, the school’s creative approaches and experienced teachers attract families who embrace the “inclusion” concept. They are committed to the idea that diversity improves the lives of their children and participate in the school’s daily life to make it a reality.
At the Children's School, small classes taught by two teachers and one assistant enhance the theme-based curriculum. A class of 22 includes up to six special needs children. High expectations within each class encourage children to strive, to reach the height of their abilities. Within a mixed classroom, with special services such as physical or speech therapy available as needed, a quiet child with a serious speech problem develops into a confident student. The third-grade science class, full of opportunities to explore and draw conclusions, stimulates the curiosity of an extremely able 10-year-old. Her mother comments that including children with special needs "didn't deter" her child's learning and, "made her more sensitive to children with special needs."

The challenge of creating a school that benefits a distinct community of learners is also successfully realized by the Manhattan International High School, one of a NYNSR network of three high schools that serve only immigrant teenagers. Established in 1993, Manhattan International High School teaches 300 students from more than 60 different countries and speaking more than 40 different languages, who have been in the United States less than four years. Learners from Haiti, Vietnam, Poland, Argentina, China, Nigeria and many more nations mingle in the hallways, working together in school and afterwards. The school’s mission is to help prepare these newcomers to be competent in English and to become acclimated to their new culture while learning humanities, mathematics and science. Manhattan International carefully crafts its program to accomplish this task.

First, all the classes are taught in thematically-based clusters such as Civilization, or Systems and Structures that bring information together with written and spoken expression. No separation exists between learning the language and learning subject matter. Groups of three to six teachers in cluster teams work with the same group of 75 students for the entire year. Each teacher specializes in a subject area such as humanities or science, and also is fully qualified to instruct students who are just learning English.

Second, a well-developed internship program with hospitals, architects, designers and organizations throughout the city increases language skills rapidly and helps students forge career opportunities. Students must successfully complete their internships to graduate.

These approaches work: school attendance is well over 90 percent and more than 90 percent of the graduates go on to higher education. Manhattan International fits its community's needs and opens opportunities.

"Because a lot is expected of the children, the more you push, the more you get."

Lorraine Boyhan, Principal, The Children's School

"Bigger is not better...The educational world has come to understand that now, smaller is better."

NYC Board of Education President William C. Thompson, Jr.

Like other NYNSR schools, both The Children's Schools and Manhattan International High School reach out to parents. Manhattan International holds orientation meetings and workshops on health and immigration law for parents. Parents at the Children's School volunteer in the classroom, the library and in the office. The school's parents association especially looks out for families in need within its school community. They support learning in the classroom and social activities to bring the actuality of "inclusion" home.
hared decision making is a key to the strengths and effectiveness of NYNSR schools. No two schools run quite the same way, but all recognize the advantage of building partnerships to make decisions. Whether the issue involves curriculum, discipline, standards, building space, a sports program, personnel or professional training, decision making is shared with constituencies. NYNSR schools provide many models for schools throughout the system that are fashioning or refining their leadership teams as required by the state and the Chancellor. A look at The Earth School, an elementary school in Manhattan, and The Renaissance School, an unusual Queens school that serves children from kindergarten through grade 12, illustrate collegial decision-making.

Three principles guide both The Earth School's studies and its operation from top to bottom:

Everything must go somewhere; There is unity in diversity; All in nature is interdependent.

An ecological institute for elementary students, the school's curriculum promotes environmental awareness through studies of the natural world and the local environment. In 1992, The Earth School emerged from a collaborative vision of four teachers, and its realization remains collaborative.

The Earth School's Lower East Side community thoroughly shares responsibility and the decision-making process.

Today, parents sit at the table as equals making school decisions about health and safety or negotiating for more space. They also serve on personnel committees that interview or hire new staff, and work with building staff overseeing construction and repair projects. They deal with the budget and how the school allocates precious resources. In the words of one parent participant, “I love to be a parent in a school where parents and teachers make decisions together, because the decisions are better!”

Teachers joining The Earth School create and sustain the school's philosophy and practices. They devise lessons inspired by the natural world that engage children and stimulate learning language and literacy skills. The classes incorporate science, math and technology. Calculating, mapping, geography and history are tightly woven into the children's studies. The youngest students explore the neighborhood, make and share their discoveries in songs, pictures and words. Older children tackle increasingly complex topics such as the history of the New York region from 1600 to the present, drawing on New York City's museums to experience the past.

Throughout the school, students explore the four R's: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink. The Earth School breathes life
into the idea of creating a sustainable environment. As the children make decisions about the materials they use and how they dispose of them, they embody the school's management and theme. Children share recycling work and collaborate on ideas for reducing and reusing at school and at home. The school song, written by the children, clearly expresses the overall philosophy:

*We all live on the same great earth*  
*It is our place to grow*  
*We need to treat it with respect*  
*Or we'll have no place to go.*

The Renaissance School in Jackson Heights, Queens, also integrates teachers, parents and, at the older grades, students into its decision-making committees and groups. While this kind of collaboration requires constant work, the principal insists that it is "very important to hear many voices and ordering materials. Parents are welcome to attend one of these meetings a month. A Collaborative School Governance group, which includes one teacher and one parent from each cluster, two high school students, the principal and a representative from all other staff groups, meets monthly to look at the big picture. The third level of governance is the Coordinating Council that meets once a week and deals with school-wide problems such as space and other day-to-day concerns.

At Renaissance there is a strong correlation between participation and achievement: more dialogue is built into decisions, the solutions that emerge are better and people feel the satisfaction of participating. According to one high school student, "My family gradually learned the workings of the school and how to support my studies. I learned the underlying message that school is important and what we do here counts."

"What makes The Earth School unique is the incredible level of parent involvement beyond the ordinary roles." — Parent, The Earth School
Strong Partnerships Build Strong Schools

Strong and able partners lend expert support to many NYNSR schools and share the schools’ commitment to excellence and student achievement. In designing some new schools, parents have joined as active partners; in others, businesses and non-profit groups have lent a hand. Aware that today’s students are New York’s leaders for the next century, NYNSR’s many partners provide opportunities, program resources and share values for building the future.

ACORN Community High School in Crown Heights, Brooklyn, and the Jonas Bronck Clearpool Family School in the Mott Haven area of the Bronx show two partnerships in action.

A few years ago, ACORN Community High School was just a dream shared by some determined parents, who were members of the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now, abbreviated ACORN. Together they made their dream a reality in 1996. The school offers rigorous academic programs and sets high standards to help its students succeed in further education or in careers, using a rallying cry of “inspiring excellence without exception.” In tandem with this academic focus, the members have set social change/justice and community organizing themes for the school. Teachers work to interweave these themes into the class discussions and readings. These themes are further brought to life through ACORN students’ and members’ campaigns to improve community services — education, recreation, housing, health, crime prevention, etc.

At ACORN high school, an organizer from the ACORN organization works with teachers, students and parents to carry out

“Everyone takes pride in the school and the teachers make it exciting because they all want to be here. Everything about it is special.” Julia Earth, parent, ACORN Community High School in Crown Heights
these issue campaigns that affect the school and the community. One focus is an environmental action campaign involving community residents, students and teachers. Students conduct a neighborhood survey, researching pollution sources such as dry cleaners or refuse dumped in abandoned lots. They examine who has responsibility for addressing these problems and organize to take appropriate actions. The principal says, "ACORN knows how to approach things and helps you get results."

The ACORN partnership galvanizes parent and community support for student achievement and for school programs. Together, the school and the organization, are pushing for the creation of a recreation center where the high school teams can play and where neighborhood residents and their children can shoot hoops too. The organization is also a key supporter of the academic program, the performing and visual arts program and the technology initiative that offers multimedia career exploration.

The school's unswerving focus on excellence demands that students aim high and work hard. The school and community organizing support that ACORN brings, integrates students into the community and the community into the life and achievement of the school. Such a partnership can only succeed.

Jonas Bronck Clearpool Family School, for grades PreK-6, represents a merger of values. The Bronx school, together with Clearpool/SEO (Sponsors for Economic Opportunity), a nonprofit organization, and the Vocational Foundation, Inc., is reversing a record of low achievement to a record of rising achievement for its nearly 600 children. Jonas Bronck's families needed more than just "a little help from their friends," and by partnering with a nonprofit organization specializing in helping children, adolescents and parents, they found just the help they needed.

The "Family" in the long name Jonas Bronck Clearpool Family School is key to the approach for student success. In 1994, Clearpool's collaboration helped create a year-round two-campus school that addresses family needs and promotes family achievement as the basic support for young children. The after-school program that runs until 6 PM provides recreation and more learning to meet the children's academic needs. Parent counseling and an on-site vocational program for parents and family members is helping people gain the skills they need to work.

"The program lifts them up. They feel more confident, they have goals," says the on-site Clearpool social worker.

This partnership offers the school a second campus in Carmel, NY, where children and teachers go to extend their knowledge, work on science, art and literature through the opportunities jointly created by the school's staff and Clearpool's educational program. Throughout the year the school's classes prepare for these educational excursions: Clearpool staff come to the school before each trip and follow up the lessons with a return trip. Each summer, the children can spend up to two weeks at the Carmel location, reading, writing, hiking, observing, thinking and raising their level of curiosity.

Though the school ends at sixth grade, the Clearpool partnership stays with the students through high school. Students commit to SEO's (Sponsors for Educational Opportunity) program that offers supplemental classes twice a week, college preparation workshops, campus trips and guidance through the college application process. The extra classes and attention teens receive through mentors and internships, cement their academic gains — fully.

"Here the teachers care more about you. They explain things to you." Juan Oliz, student, ACORN Community High School in Crown Heights
NYNSR'S SCHOOLS

Student Assessment is Linked to Student Achievement

Measuring how well children are learning their school lessons has never been an easy task. Some children take fact-based tests well, but have difficulty with essay-type tests. Others perform extremely well in class, create outstanding projects, but do less well when it comes to pencil and paper exams. NYNSR's small schools recognize the individuality of each child's learning style and the necessity to gauge student progress regularly and to gear instruction accordingly. Within the context of state and city standards, each school's faculty adopts the curriculum and assessment tools to help their students understand and master their work.

At the KIPP Academy middle school, the faculty measures student achievement primarily through regular testing, using essay and multiple choice tests. In addition, teachers collect student work throughout the year to look at results over a longer period of time and discuss these with students and parents. At Wings Academy high school, in addition to taking Regents Competency exams, seniors must complete seven final projects to graduate. A successful project incorporates research, writing, inquiry, visual aids and an oral presentation in a personal "portfolio." Students must present the project to a panel of teachers and field questions. Wings' principal explains that the portfolio allows young men and women to demonstrate what they know and what they are able to do with regard to subject content, critical thinking and applying their knowledge. "It is the most effective method to prepare adolescents for success in college and beyond," she said.

KIPP (Knowledge Is Power Program) Academy proclaims to its South Bronx middle schoolers that there are no shortcuts to learning. Its doors open at 7:25 AM and school is in session until 5:00 PM. And there's more: its 225 students attend four hours on Saturdays and for three weeks in the summer. Families willingly commit themselves and their children to be involved in 67 percent more classroom time than the national average, and they make the commitment in writing. In addition, all KIPP students have a chance to learn to play a musical instrument.

KIPP's principal says, "Careful planning gets to high achievement. High quality lessons really engage the children, keep them on task and involved in learning." The school emphasizes basic skills along with literacy and the ability to analyze and think things through. Wings' structure guides students through increasingly complicated school work on its way to preparing them to attend college and succeed once there. Ambitious year-long courses ensure that classes read and analyze a wide variety of materials in the humanities, sciences, math and the arts. Course work is aligned with city and state standards.

Wings Academy, a Bronx high school of 380 students, aims high. The school originated from a redesign of a much larger, lower performing high school and serves the same students who would have attended the former school. It welcomes typical city students and exposes them to a challenging academic curriculum over four years. Its students are required to perform community service and to participate in a career internship. These carefully monitored outside activities build a sense of responsibility and develop skills. All students have small advisory classes that offer opportunities for students and teachers to get to know each other well and to ensure that each youngster receives close attention.

While each school favors one kind of assessment over another as right for their students, achievement and success are the school's bottom line. KIPP's concentration of fine-tuned curriculum, focus and a much-longer than average school day is

A NYNSR high school in Harlem, Central Park East Secondary School, scored the highest math and reading scores in its district, highest SAT scores in the City and sent 95 percent of its students to four-year colleges.
KIPP and its schools have worked together to build formal and informal school support networks that help promote innovative and successful instruction and school management and to develop increased accountability.

turning below average students into high achieving ones. KIPP was the highest performing middle school in its district as measured by reading scores, math scores, improvement in test scores and attendance. Student attendance stands at 96 percent. Parent attendance at teacher-parent conferences and family nights often reaches an extraordinary 98 percent. In 1997, over 55 percent of the school read above the national average and 89 percent scored higher than the national average in math.

Wings' educational approach demonstrates a similar, hard-won success. In 1994, after one year in the school, 50 percent of Wing's first class succeeded in passing Regents Competency Tests in spite of having entered the school significantly deficient in reading, writing and math skills. As seniors in 1998, more than 90 percent of this class had passed the exams. Students' attendance records were also poor prior to coming to Wings. The school's attendance figures show continuing improvement: from 80.5 percent in 1994, to 85.4 percent in 1998. But perhaps the most inspirational assessment comes from the outside. In a community where too few people aspire to go to college, Wings's students soar — 90 percent of its graduating class was accepted to either a two- or a four-year college.

Wings Academy's instructional success was recognized by Chancellor Rudy Crew who invited Wings to be among the first schools he converts to charter schools.

"Schools have a responsibility not only to educate, but also to develop a system of learning which will serve as a foundation for our democracy." Joan Perez, Principal, Wings Academy
**Small School Networks**

NYNSR's small schools network with each other, sharing ideas and support, and working together on common priorities such as professional development, curriculum, use of technology, assessment and accountability. Some networks are established groups with regular meetings and collaborative activities, the majority involving three to eight schools. Other networks are informal, with schools coming together as needed to address a specific interest or concern that is better addressed in a group than by in isolation. The following are networks that have been active:

- ACORN Network
- Alternative Assessment Network
- Bronx Manhattan Queens Middle School Network
- Bronx Schools and CPESS Network
- Brooklyn Exploratory Network
- Brooklyn Middle School Network
- Campus Schools Network
- Core Knowledge Elementary Network
- District 3 Network
- District 4 Network
- Dual Language Network
- Empowerment Zone Network
- Family Network
- High School Network
- Inclusion Network
- Interboro Network for School Renewal
- International High Schools Partnership
- Julia Richman Coalition Campus School Complex Network
- K-12 Learning Laboratory Network
- Kings and Queens Collaborative
- Latino Network
- Literacy Network
- Lower East Side Network
- Middle School Network
- Network for Collaborative School Reform
- New Brooklyn Network
- New Visions Network
- New York Performance Standards Consortium
- O. Henry Learning Center Network
- RECPE Network

**NYNSR's Sponsoring Partners**

**ACORN (The New York Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now).**

Gwendolyn, Jacobs, President, NY ACORN Executive Board
Bertha Lewis, Head Organizer, Brooklyn ACORN

ACORN is a grassroots community organization governed by its membership of over 22,000 low to moderate income families. Beginning with campaigns to improve specific schools, ACORN members' education work has mainly been: 1) to develop small autonomous public schools which are characterized by high educational standards, social change/community organizing activities, and curriculum themes, democratic governance, and strong parent/community involvement; 2) to wage citywide campaigns around equity and access issues as documented in ACORN's Secret Apartheid I, II, and III reports, as well as around issues of school overcrowding, inadequate facilities, and systemic reform.

**CENTER FOR COLLABORATIVE EDUCATION (CCE)**

Priscilla Ellington/
Heather Lewis,
Co-Executive Directors

CCE is a network of New York City public schools, working in cooperation with the Coalition of Essential Schools (CES). CCE's work is built on the successful practices of its members' schools and is based on the belief that schools serve children best when parents, students and educators collaborate to build student-centered communities. The success of schools in creating learning environments that can achieve such goals is based on a shared set of twelve principles. The CCE network of schools share their knowledge and practice in an ongoing exchange with schools and districts working for education reform. Thus, the members' schools both drive the agenda for education reform and provide the key resources for supporting school change. CCE is the conduit for this school-led effort.

**CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION (CEI)**

Sy Fliegel, President
Cole Genn, Annenberg Senior Fellow

CEI, now an independent non-profit organization, was established in 1989 as part of The Manhattan Institute. CEI is a premier force in revitalizing public education. The CEI actively encourages and develops public schools as communities of learning. CEI's mission is to transform public education in America by shifting accountability from centralized bureaucracies to local schools and by creating systems of school choice for communities. Our hands-on work empowers teachers, parents, students and community organizations to work together to design innovative schools characterized by entrepreneurial leadership and high academic achievement. With more than 120 years of combined experience as teachers, principals and school superintendents, CEI's staff of Senior Fellows provides leadership to dozens of schools and school districts in New York City and inspires others around the country to follow their lead.

**NEW VISIONS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS**

Beth J. Lief, President & CEO
Arthur Foresta, Vice President

New Visions for Public Schools works with the New York City school system, the private sector and the community to mobilize resources and develop programs and policies that lead to significant, lasting improvement in the achievement of all children. New Visions and its partners take the most direct route to change by working in the classroom, where learning happens, to shape programs that address the needs of educators, students and parents. New Visions is assisting educators to prepare for the higher academic standards adopted by the city and state. New Visions also helps to provide up-to-date books and technology, working libraries, intimate and rigorous learning environments in small schools, and opportunities for educators to learn and grow professionally.
Support for NYNSR

Private Funders
The Annenberg Foundation initiated NYNSR in 1994-1995 with a five-year, $25 million Annenberg Challenge grant that was matched by private contributors. It was also matched by New York City Board of Education.

In addition to the Annenberg Foundation, NYNSR acknowledges the generous support of the following private funders:

Time Warner, Inc.
Aaron Diamond Foundation
Charles Hayden Foundation
Ford Foundation
The Chase Manhattan Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Stella and Charles Guttman Foundation
Viacom Inc.
Nippon Steel U.S.A., Inc.

Community Support
Many others have directly supported NYNSR schools and programs with funding, time, resources, dedication and commitment. Too numerous to name, these supporters include cultural institutions, such as museums and performing arts organizations, colleges and universities, community organizations, corporations and local businesses, labor unions, health and service providers, and professional associations. Through their help, NYNSR's small schools have been able to develop and sustain the diversity, vitality and effectiveness that characterize them.

“...They [NYNSR schools] are teaching us a great deal about what works in public education and what doesn’t, and we’re using them as models for other schools. These schools are helping to revitalize public education in New York City.”

David Sherman, Vice President, UFT
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Fact Sheet

New York Networks for School Renewal (NYNSR) is a five-year, collaborative project begun in 1995 as part of the Annenberg Foundation's Challenge to revitalize American public schools. The Annenberg Challenge is a public-private partnership serving over 1.3 million urban and rural students in more than 30 states. The Challenge involves 2,300 schools, including about 50 charter schools.

As part of the Annenberg Challenge, New York Networks shows that small, personal environments offer opportunity for quality education and high achievement for all students. It is increasing the number of small public schools, especially in low-income areas. NYNSR works to spread effective educational practices throughout the school system and advocates that accountability and authority rest with those closest to the students to ensure success.

Four organizations with years of experience in public education reform collaborate in NYNSR: ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now), the Center for Collaborative Education (CCE), the Center for Educational Innovation (CEI), and New Visions for Public Schools.

Schools and Students:

- **NYNSR Schools:** Beginning with 80 “founding schools,” NYNSR has created 60 additional new public schools and programs, many in low-income areas. These 140 schools serve more than 50,000 throughout the New York City.

- **Who are Served:** NYNSR schools serve more African-American and Latino students, as well as more poor students than other NYC public schools.

- **English Language Learners:** NYNSR has increased the use of dual language and other models for educating English language learners, as seen in the International Middle School at Ditmas Educational Complex in Brooklyn and the three high schools of the International High School Partnership Network in Queens, Manhattan, and Brooklyn.

Results:

- **Reading:** In one year, between 1996 and 1997, the proportion of students attending NYNSR’s “founding” schools reading at or above national average for grades 3-8 rose 5 percent.

- **Parents:** A survey of NYNSR parents found that more than 70% reported they were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with aspects of their schools, including quality of teaching, what students learn and safety in the schools.
— "Holding Power": NYU researchers found that 94% of all elementary and middle school students who began the 1995-1996 school year in a NYNSR school were still there in June, compared with 91% of students in all NYC schools who stayed the full year.

— High Schools: Data on the NYC Class of 1997 showed that NYNSR's academic high schools graduated 58% of their students with only 5% dropping out, according to NYU analysis. These rates compare with a 48% graduate rate and a 16% dropout rate for high schools citywide.

— Cost: NYU research found that because of their much higher graduation rates and lower dropout rates when compared with other NYC high schools, NYNSR's small high schools produced among the lowest cost per graduate in the NYC school system.

Impact on Policy:

— Choice: NYNSR's small schools have pushed the system to offer more choice for students and their families when selecting a school. To develop additional small schools, the NYC Board of Education created the Office of New School Development, adopting the process used to create NYNSR's schools.

— Charters: NYNSR's "charter-like" schools expanded the notion of community involvement in the creation, governance and culture of schools. They represent the diversity, excellence and innovation the state envisioned in its charter school law. Five NYNSR schools were among the first public schools invited by Schools Chancellor Rudy Crew to explore conversion to charters.

— Autonomy: NYNSR long advocated school-based decision making and greater school autonomy. The Chancellor's performance-driven budgeting initiative now brings school budget decisions to the school level. The 1996 state education governance law empowers school leadership teams of parents and educators to make school decisions.

— Redesign: The redesign of large schools and low-perforance schools into smaller units, modeled by NYNSR, is now widely practiced throughout the system.

— Teacher Union Flexibility: The UFT and the Board of Education negotiated a change allowing school-based committees of small schools to select their own staff based on the school's educational goals. The option now offers similar flexibility to all schools.

New Teacher Program:

— Support for New Teachers: NYNSR has collaborated with the UFT, the Board of Education and Time Warner on the New Educator Support Team (NEST). NEST will enhance new teachers' skills and improve teacher retention through critical support during the first years of teaching, when as many as 30% of new teachers leave the profession.

Public/Private Partnership:

NYNSR is a public/private partnership that has matched the Annenberg Foundation's $25 million grant two to one with private and public funds. NYNSR directs over 87% of funds to supporting schools and school projects. The total cost of management, technical assistance and evaluation for NYNSR accounts for less than 12% of funding.
Available upon Request

NYNSR Newsletter. Please contact the NYNSR Office to be placed on the mailing list.

NYNSR Directory of Participating Schools.


"The Effects of Size of Student Body on School Costs and Performance in New York City High Schools," by Leanna Stiefel, Ph.D.; Patrice Iatridou; Norm Frucher and Robert Berne, Ph.D.; Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service and the Institute for Education and Social Policy, New York University, April 1998.

"The New York City Board of Education's Data Systems: An Initial Approach," a report of the NYNSR Research Collaborative, Institute for Education and Social Policy, New York University, April 1998. How student and school data are collected by the Board of Education and organized into reports made available to parents and the general public.


On-going research about the NYNSR project is being conducted by the NYNSR Research Collaborative. The Research Collaborative includes the Institute for Education and Social Policy, New York University; the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College; Lang College, The New School for Social Research, and the Community Service Society of New York. Reports by the NYNSR Research Collaborative will continue to be issued through 2001.

Please feel free to contact the NYNSR Office for further information or assistance.

Lucille Renwick, Director
New York Networks for School Renewal
1573 Madison Avenue,
Room 425
New York, NY 10029-3899
Telephone: (212) 369-1288
Fax: (212) 360-0765
e-mail: Lucille_Renwick@hotmail.com
nynsr@hotmail.com
www.nynetworks.org
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